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Abstract In this paper, a novel directional modulation with distributed receiver selection (DM-DRS)
scheme is proposed for secure wireless communications. In DM-DRS, a particular subset of receivers is activated and part of the information bits are modulated by the index of the activation pattern, in addition
to traditional digital modulation. Especially, the scrambling matrix is introduced for the sake of preventing
the eavesdropping. Moreover, the performances of bit error rate (BER) in terms of the union bound for both
the legitimate user and eavesdropper are respectively derived in the context of an optimal joint maximum
likelihood (ML) detector, and the theoretical BER upper bounds are demonstrated to be tight by the numerical results. In the context of the discrete-input and continuous-output system, the ergodic secrecy rates
of the legitimate user and the eavesdropper are obtained, the secrecy rate is also quantified. Furthermore,
our numerical results exhibit that DM-DRS can achieve an increased transmission rate compared to its traditional directional modulation with cooperative receivers (DM-CR) and spatial and direction modulation
(SDM) counterparts, while guaranteeing an improved BER performance.
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1

Introduction

Since the broadcasting property of the wireless propagation medium makes the transmitted information
vulnerable to the interception by the eavesdropper, the security of information is gradually threatened
so that wireless communication faces more and more safety challenges [1]. Unlike traditional highlayer encryption methods, where the heavy-computation processes are required, much more attention
has been paid to the secure transmission of the physical layer (PHY) [2, 3]. Especially, there are a
variety of techniques for achieving PHY security communication, such as jamming, beam-steering, and
their combinations [4]. The key idea of the above-mentioned technology is to take advantage of the
characteristics of wireless channels to deliver the legitimate information to the intended user, while
maintaining the information confidential to the eavesdropper.
Directional modulation (DM) [5–12], as one of the promising techniques offering PHY security, is
capable of permitting the transmitted signal to be correctly received at the desired direction, while
simultaneously scrambling the undesirable directions. Particularly, in [7], the fundamental concept of
DM was first introduced for synthesizing the directional signals at the near-field full antenna level. In [8],
an improved DM was developed, and the full antenna array is introduced to steer the main beam towards
the desired direction so that the maximum power will ensure the reliable reception in the main-lobe
direction, while information leakage may still occur in the side-lobe direction. In [9], a low-complexity and
antenna-level antenna subset modulation (ASM) technique was proposed, in contrast to the full antenna
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array, the improvement of security performance relies on activating a subset of transmission antennas with
the aid of inter-antenna phase shift. However, the aforementioned radio frequency (RF)-based synthesis
methods [7–9] focused on signaling on the RF frontend at the cost of high operational complexity. In
order to alleviate this problem, DM baseband synthesis methods [10–12] have offered reduced-complexity
applications in secure communication systems. Specifically, in [10], the authors proposed a silent antenna
hopping (SAH) scheme, where the DM characteristic is achieved by randomly switching. In [11], the
authors introduced an orthogonal vector approach for allowing analysis and synthesis of digital DM
signal with only one transmission data stream under the dynamic and static scenarios. The further
improved approach was developed in [12], where the multi-beam DM baseband signals were synthesized
based on the artificial noise. However, one of the major drawbacks of the above-mentioned DM methods
lies in that the DM signal may fail to guarantee information security, when the eavesdropper and the
legitimate user are located along an identical direction.
To address this issue, a class of improved DM methods with the aid of distributed receivers were designed. More specially, directional modulation with cooperative receivers (DM-CR) was developed in [13]
employing multiple distributed receivers for efficiently preventing eavesdropping, even if the eavesdropper
and the legitimate receiver share the same transmission direction. Nevertheless, DM-CR is with low transmission rate, since only traditional amplitude phase modulation (APM) is considered. To circumvent this
problem, an improved spatial and directional modulation (SDM) with scrambling was developed in [14]
where only one single-antenna receiver is employed at the eavesdropper. In SDM, the concept of spatial
modulation (SM) [15–17] is introduced into traditional DM systems, which can transmit extra information by activating one of the distributed receivers. That is, through combining the advantages of SM and
DM, the previously proposed SDM not only improves the transmission efficiency, but also enhances the
security. However, there still exists a limitation that only one receiver is activated for communication by
the legitimate user, and only the traditional APM symbol is detected by the eavesdropper. Additionally,
despite the union bound approach of bit error rate (BER) has been analyzed both in DM-CR and SDM
systems, the secrecy rate analysis has not been quantified for characterizing the performance of these
systems.
Against this background, in this paper, we introduce the concept of receiver subset selection [18–20]
into distributed DM systems. Namely, the proposed directional modulation with the distributed receiver
selection (DM-DRS) scheme aims at bringing higher transmission rate, while guaranteeing improved
secure transmission performance. To elaborate a little further, as traditional DM-CR and SDM schemes,
the DM characteristics are achieved by introducing the scrambling matrix into the DM-DRS scheme. Note
that the scrambling matrix is known at both the transmitter and the legitimate user, but unknown at the
eavesdropper, it guarantees the system security. As for the transmission rate, on the one hand, there is no
extra index information transmitted by the activated receiver in traditional DM-CR, and the extra index
information is conveyed by only one activated receiver in traditional SDM. By contrast, the receiver subset
selection is employed by activating multiple distributed receivers, while exploiting the index combination
of the distribution receivers to convey extra information in the proposed DM-DRS scheme. On the other
hand, only one information data stream can be transmitted by APM symbols in traditional DM-CR
and SDM schemes, whereas the transmission of multiple data streams can be simultaneously achieved
in the proposed DM-DRS. Therefore, the proposed scheme can effectively improve the transmission
rate compared to DM-CR and SDM schemes, in addition to achieving secure transmission. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
(1) The system model of the proposed DM-DRS is described in detail, where the distributed receivers
are connected with the aid of optical fibers. In order to enhance the security, the beamforming vector is
designed to preserve its power in the desired direction, which aims at scrambling the amplitude of the
signal observed at the eavesdropper when the direction of the legitimate user is different from that of
the eavesdropper. At the same time, the scrambling matrix is further introduced to scramble the phase
of the signal observed at the eavesdropper. Consequently, both the amplitude and phase of the symbols
received at the eavesdropper are scrambled in the proposed DM-DRS scheme. Simultaneously, through
using the receiver subset selection, not only the information is transmitted by the index of the activation
pattern, but also the multiple receivers are activated to transmit the multiple traditional APM symbols,
then it has the advantage of increasing the transmission rate. Furthermore, compared with traditional
DM-CR and SDM, it is more difficult for the eavesdropper to decode the index of the receiver subset
selection in the proposed DM-DRS scheme. More specially, since multiple APM symbols are conveyed
on the activated receivers, and the corresponding multiple scrambling factors effectively make an impact
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on these APM symbols, it is capable of improving the security performance.
(2) Theoretical analysis of average bit error probability (ABEP) union bound for the legitimate user
and eavesdropper are respectively derived, when an optimal joint maximum likelihood (ML) detector is
employed, and then the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS is quantified in the worst case that the
scrambling matrix is known at the eavesdropper.
(3) The numerical results demonstrate that the DM-DRS scheme outperforms its traditional DMCR [13] and SDM [14] counterparts in terms of BER performance and transmission rate. On the other
hand, both the legitimate user and eavesdropper are capable of achieving the ergodic rate upper bound
when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high, and when compares to traditional DM-CR and
SDM schemes, the proposed DM-DRS also can achieve the best secrecy rate performance in the low and
medium SNR regions. Furthermore, the fewer the eavesdropper’s distributed receivers are, the larger the
SNR interval to attain a positive secrecy rate will be.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system is described, including the
designs of beamforming, signaling and signal detection. In Section 3, the theoretical analysis of ABEP
union bound for the legitimate user and the eavesdropper is respectively derived, and the secrecy rate of
the proposed DM-DRS is characterized. Furthermore, our numerical results are provided in Section 4,
before concluding in Section 5.
Notation. Throughout this paper, bold upper case represents matrix and bold lower case represents
vector. (·)H , |·|, k·k and ℜ (·) represent the conjugate transpose,
the cardinality of a set, the Frobenius

Nr
norm and real operators, respectively. Furthermore, N
represents
the number of ways of selecting Nu
u
outcomes from Nr possibilities, ⌊·⌋ and Q(·) represent floor function and Gaussian Q-function, respectively. Finally, CN (·, ·) represents circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution.

2
2.1

Proposed DM-DRS systems
System description

Let us consider that the transmitter (Alice) equipped with Nt antennas communicates with the legitimate
user (Bob), equipped with Nr distributed single-antenna receivers, and these receivers are located along
different directions, connecting with each other by optical fibers. Moreover, the number of active receivers
activated to receive the signal is Nu , and hence the feasible number of combinations to select Nu out
Nr
. For the convenience of information mapping, the number of
of Nr receivers will be given by N
u
combinations will be the power of two, and then the number of the permitted receiver subset combinations
⌊log (

Nr

)⌋

is f = 2 2 Nu . Hence, the transmit information can determine the index of the selected receiver
subset, which will carry k1 = log2 f bits. Note that, in addition to the partial information transmitted by
the index of the selected receiver subset, since Nu receivers are selected and one APM symbol is conveyed
by each receiver, the other part is conveyed by traditional APM symbols as k2 = Nu × log2 M bits, where
M is the modulation order. As a result, one block of k1 + k2 bits composes a DM-DRS super symbol,
and thus the transmission rate is effectively improved. On the other hand, an eavesdropper Eve having
Ne distributed single-antenna receivers is also assumed, which is passively eavesdropping the legitimate
signals.
2.2

Beamforming design

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that Alice is equipped with uniform linear phased array, where the
antennas are located at the geometric center. Consequently, channel vector hH (θ) for a receiver at the
directional angle θ is given by
h
i
Nt −1 2π
Nt −1
Nt −1 2π
2π
hH (θ) = e−j( 2 ) λ d cos θ , e−j( 2 −1) λ d cos θ , . . . , ej( 2 ) λ d cos θ ,
(1)

where λ represents the wavelength, d 6 λ/2 is the antenna spacing of the phased array at Alice. Assuming
that the channel from Alice to Bob experiences free space, the channel matrix H (ΘB ) ∈ CNr ×Nt can be
formulated as
H (ΘB ) = [h(θ1 ), h(θ2 ), . . . , h(θNr )]H ,
(2)
where ΘB = {θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θNr } is the direction set of Bob, h (θi ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr represents the channel
vector between Alice and Bob’s ith receiver at direction θi .
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Additionally, in order to guarantee transmission security, the beamforming vector is designed to preserve its power at the desired direction. Therefore, for Bob’s ith receiver, its corresponding beamforming
vector wi is given by
wi = h(θi )/Nt .
(3)
When considering all the receivers, the beamforming matrix W ∈ CNt ×Nr can be expressed as
W = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wNr ].
2.3

(4)

Signaling and detection

As mentioned before, DM-DRS modulates the incoming bit streams into one block of k1 + k2 bits,
where the initial k1 bits are employed to select the set of activated receivers. To represent simply, after
obtaining the set, we select the column vectors at the corresponding positions from the identity matrix
INr ×Nr . Namely, the initial k1 bits can be transmitted by the index of the identity column vector subset.
Meanwhile, for each selected identity column vector ei , the APM symbol bm will be transmitted, where
bm ∈ B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bM }, for carrying the last k2 bits.
For example, if the incoming bit streams are divided into one block of 6 (k1 + k2 =6) bits, and Bob
is equipped with 4 (Nr = 4) cooperative single-antenna receivers, the number of actived receivers is 2
(Nu = 2), so that k1 = 2. According to the initial 2 bits, we select two corresponding column vectors
(e.g., e1 , e2 ) from INr ×Nr . Simultaneously, for each column vector, the APM symbol is transmitted.
According to the residual 4 (k2 = 4) bits, we select two corresponding APM signals (e.g., b1 , b2 ) from B.
So the transmitted signal is e1 b1 + e2 b2 , also expressed as [e1 e2 ][ bb12 ].
In general, according to the selected N u column vectors, Alice directs the N u beams toward the
receivers to transmit APM symbols, and thus Alice generates a symbol vector xl,s , which is expressed as
xl,s = Il bs ,

(5)

where Il , l = 1, 2, . . . , 2k1 represents a matrix formed through the Nu selected column vectors from the
identity matrix INr ×Nr . In addition, bs , s = 1, 2, . . . , 2k2 represents a column vector, formed through the
Nu selected APM symbols from B. Note that, these APM symbols may also employ different modulation
orders.
Specially, in order to enhance the system security, a scrambling matrix will be introduced into the
DM-DRS system, which is known at Bob, but unknown at Eve. Therefore, the scrambling matrix is
capable of deteriorating Eve’s detection without degrading BER performance of Bob. Consequently, the
transmitted signal at Alice is
sl,s = W Λxl,s ,
(6)
where Λ = diag {λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λNr } ∈ CNr ×Nr represents the scrambling matrix, and λi = ejϕi , i =
1, 2, . . . , Nr is corresponding to Bob’s ith legitimate receiver. Note that, the scrambling factor is consistent with [13], which brings the benefit of phase scrambling, and thus the scrambling factor cannot
be set to be too small for efficient phase scrambling. Moreover, for the sake of improving the transmission security, we may set different scrambling factors to avoid the case that Eve tries to eavesdrop the
scrambling factor of one of the receivers. Furthermore, owing to the introduction of the receiver subset
selection, the multiple APM symbols are transmitted and the corresponding multiple scrambling factors
make an effective impact on these APM symbols, and thus the transmission security can be guaranteed.
Peculiarly, the scrambling matrix is updated at the symbol rate, which further prevents eavesdropping
from the passive Eve, such that the transmission security is to be improved.
Under the assumption of a free space channel environment, the received signals at Bob and Eve are,
respectively, obtained as
rB = H (ΘB ) sl,s + n = H (ΘB ) W Λxl,s + n,

(7)

rE = H(ΘE )sl,s + nE = H(ΘE )W Λxl,s + nE ,

(8)

and
where H (ΘE ) ∈ CNe ×Nt is Eve’s channel matrix and ΘE = {θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θNe } is the direction set of
Eve, n is the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix
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σn2 INr ×Nr , represented as n ∼ CN 0, σn2 IN
r ×Nr , and nE is also the circularly symmetric complex

2
Gaussian noise with nE ∼ CN 0, σE
INe ×Ne . Note that, according to [13], each of the diagonal elements
of H (ΘB ) W is equal to 1 and that of H (ΘE ) W is less than or equal to 1, and the amplitude or power
of Eve’s received symbols is reduced. Furthermore, owing to the introduction of Λ, it is capable of
scrambling the phase of Eve’s received symbols.
Based on (7), the optimal detector for Bob is the ML one that jointly decodes the identity column
vector combination l and modulation symbol combination s, written as
D E
n
o
ˆl, ŝ = arg min krB − H (ΘB ) W Λxl,s k2 ,
(9)
xl,s ∈X

where X is a set containing all the possible DM-DRS super symbols. From (7) and (9), we can see that
Bob is capable of recovering the transmitted signal, and further decoding the corresponding initial k1
bits and the last k2 bits.
For Eve, the channel state information may be obtained, and then the beamforming matrix can be
obtained. Nevertheless, the scrambling matrix may be difficult to know. Thus, Eve carries out the
optimal ML detection as
D E
n
o
l̂, ŝ = arg min krE − H (ΘE ) W xl,s k2 .
(10)
xl,s ∈X

In DM-DRS, only part of the distributed receivers are activated according to the delivered information
on each transmission. This part of information modulated by the index of the activation pattern is
difficult to be obtained at Eve. On the other hand, based on (8) and (10), owing to the introduction
of scrambling matrix, the detection performance of the APM symbols at Eve will be seriously degraded.
Namely, Eve is difficult to recover the last k2 bits, in addition to the initial k1 bits. Consequently, as
shown in Section 4, Eve’s BER performance is significantly degraded, even if Eve is located along the
same direction as one of Bob’s receivers like in [13, 14].

3

Performance analysis

In this section, in order to derive the theoretical ABEP for Bob and Eve, the union bound approach [18] is
introduced. Moreover, the secrecy rate is also investigated in the context of discrete-input and continuousoutput signalling.
3.1

ABEP analysis

3.1.1 ABEP analysis at Bob
Based on the assumption of the ML detection in (9), Bob’s ABEP union bound can be obtained as
X
X
1
PB 6
e(xl,s , xu,v )P (xl,s → xu,v ),
(11)
|X | log2 |X |
xl,s ∈X xu,v ∈X
xu,v 6=xl,s

where e(xl,s , xu,v ) is the number of the different bits between the equivalent bit representations of xl,s
and xu,v , P (xl,s → xu,v ) is the pairwise error probability (PEP).
Particularly, the PEP in (11) is equal to
2

2

P (xl,s → xu,v ) = P (krB − HΛ xl,s k > krB − HΛ xu,v k )
2

2

= P (kHΛ xl,s + n − HΛ xl,s k > kHΛ xl,s + n − HΛ xu,v k )


 H
 1
2
= P ℜ n (HΛ xu,v − HΛ xl,s ) > kHΛ xu,v − HΛ xl,s k ,
2

(12)

where we define HΛ =H (ΘB )W Λ.
Since ℜ[nH (HΛ xu,v − HΛ xl,s )] is a real Gaussian random variable, which obeys the distribution of

CN (0,

2
σn
2 kHΛ xu,v

− HΛ xl,s k2 ), the PEP can be derived as
s

2
kHΛ (xu,v − xl,s )k 
P (xl,s → xu,v ) = Q 
.
2σn2

(13)
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As a result, the union bound of Bob’s ABEP can be obtained by substituting (13) into (11).
3.1.2 ABEP analysis at Eve
Similarly, based on the joint ML detection of (10), Eve’s ABEP union bound can be given by
PE 6

X
1
|X | log2 |X |

X

xl,s ∈X xu,v ∈X
xu,v 6=xl,s

e(xl,s , xu,v )PH(ΘE ) (xl,s → xu,v ),

(14)

where PH(ΘE ) (xl,s → xu,v ) is the PEP for a given Eve’s channel matrix H (ΘE ), and the PEP can be
further formulated as
PH(ΘE ) (xl,s → xu,v )


2
2
= P krE − Gxl,s k > krE − Gxu,v k


2
2
= P kGΛxl,s + nE − Gxl,s k > kGΛxl,s + nE − Gxu,v k
(
)
 H
 kGΛxl,s − Gxu,v k2 − kGΛxl,s − Gxl,s k2
= P ℜ nE (Gxu,v − Gxl,s ) >
,
2

(15)

where G=H (ΘE ) W .
Furthermore, ℜ[nE H (Gxu,v − Gxl,s )] is with the distribution of CN (0,
the PEP can be represented as
2

PH(ΘE ) (xl,s → xu,v )=Q

2
σE
kGxu,v −Gxl,s k2
),
2

2

kGΛxl,s − Gxu,v k − kGΛxl,s − Gxl,s k
√
2σE kGxl,s − Gxu,v k

!

and then,

.

(16)

Finally, through substituting (16) into (14), the ABEP union bound of Eve can be computed.
3.2

Secrecy rate analysis

In this subsection, we continue to analyze the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS scheme in the context
of the discrete input signal for both the traditional APM symbols and the distributed receiver selection
mapping symbols, as well as the continuous output symbols.
According to [21], the secrecy rate RS is the difference between Bob’s ergodic rate RB and Eve’s
ergodic rate RE , while it is always non-negative. Thus, the secrecy rate is formed as
RS = [RB − RE ]+ ,

(17)

+

where [a] = max {0, a}. Let us now respectively formulate the expressions of RB and RE .
Firstly, based on [19], Bob’s ergodic rate RB is given by



X
1 X
RB = log2 |X | −
En log2 
exp (Ψ),
|X |
xl,s ∈X
xu,v ∈X
|
{z
}

(18)

A

where we have

Ψ=

−kHΛ (xl,s − xu,v ) + nk2 + knk2
.
σn2

(19)

More specially, in the following expression—for the sake of simplicity—we assume that Bob and Eve
2
receive the same noise power, i.e., σn2 = σE
, where σn2 = β1s , in which βs is the average SNR per symbol.
When SNR is sufficiently high, the term A tends to be zero, and Bob reaches its ergodic rate upper bound
of log2 |X |.
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4
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M
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System parameters

Λ
diag{ej0π , ej0π , ej0π , ej0π },
diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }
j7π/45

,e

j8π/45

,e

j2π/9

,e

jπ/4

Ne

ΘE

SNR

4

{20◦ , 60◦ , 110◦ , 230◦ }

–

DM-CR

–

4

diag{e

}

–

–

–

SDM

1

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

–

–

–

DM-DRS

2

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

–

–

–

DM-CR

–

64

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

–

–

–

SDM

1

16

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

–

–

–

DM-DRS

2

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

–

–

–

DM-CR

–

4, 16

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

–

10 dB

SDM

1

4, 16

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

–

10 dB

DM-DRS

2

4, 16

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

–

10 dB

DM-DRS

1, 2, 3

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

4

{20◦ , 60◦ , 110◦ , 230◦ }

–

DM-CR

–

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

15◦

–

SDM

1

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

15◦

–

DM-DRS

2

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1

15◦

–

DM-DRS

2

4

diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

{20◦ , 60◦ , 110◦ , 230◦ , 170◦ }

–

Secondly, in order to evaluate Eve’s ergodic rate, we consider the worst case that the scrambling matrix
is attained by Eve. That is, Eve is capable of realizing the maximum ergodic rate in this case. Similar
to Bob’s ergodic rate, we can write Eve’s ergodic rate as



X
X
1
RE = log2 |X | −
EnE log2 
exp (Φ),
(20)
|X |
xl,s ∈X
xu,v ∈X
|
{z
}
B

where we have

2

Φ=

2

−kGΛ (xl,s − xu,v ) + nE k + knE k
.
2
σE

(21)

Naturally, the term B tends to be zero, and Eve reaches its ergodic rate upper bound of log2 |X | at the
high SNR region.
Therefore, the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS scheme can be computed as


+
X
X exp (Φ)
1
 .
RS = 
En,nE
log2 
(22)
|X |
exp (Ψ)
xl,s ∈X

xu,v ∈X

Obviously, since the secrecy rate is the difference between Bob’s and Eve’s ergodic rates, it tends to be
zero when SNR is sufficiently high. Particularly, we only use the Monte Carlo simulations to investigate
the secrecy rate, because it is difficult to obtain the closed-form solution of the DM-DRS scheme.

4

Numerical results

In this section, numerical results are presented to highlight the advantage of the proposed DM-DRS
scheme over both additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) and free space channel, where the BER and
secrecy rate are characterized. For comparison, the performances of the traditional DM-CR and SDM
schemes are also considered. Moreover, we assume that Alice employs Nt = 10 phased array antennas,
with antenna spacing d = λ/4. Bob employs Nr = 4 single-antenna receivers, with a direction set
ΘB = {15◦ , 85◦ , 120◦ , 210◦ }. The other parameters are listed in Table 1, where the corresponding set of
Eve’s Ne directions in Figure 8 is formed from the front Ne values of ΘE , when the different number of
Eve’s receivers is considered.
In Figure 1, we compare Bob’s and Eve’s theoretical and simulated BER performances of the proposed
DM-DRS scheme with (Λ = diag{ej7π/45 , ej8π/45 , ej2π/9 , ejπ/4 }) and without (Λ = diag{ej0π , ej0π , ej0π ,
ej0π }) the scrambling matrix Λ. From the results, we can draw the following straightforward observations.
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100

Bob, simulated, without Λ
Bob, theoretical, without Λ
Bob, simulated, with Λ
Bob, theoretical, with Λ
Eve, simulated, without Λ
Eve, theoretical, without Λ
Eve, simulated, with Λ
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Figure 1 (Color online) Bob’s and Eve’s theoretical and simulated BER performances of the proposed DM-DRS scheme
with and without the scrambling matrix Λ.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Bob’s BER performances of our DMDRS scheme in comparison to the traditional DM-CR and SDM
counterparts.

When SNR is sufficiently high, the theoretical curve forms tight upper bound of the simulated curve for
the proposed DM-DRS scheme at both Bob and Eve in the case without Λ. Meanwhile, the theoretical
upper bound of Bob is reachable and that of Eve is close to the simulated results in the case with Λ
as the SNR increases. This verifies the theoretical ABEP analysis of (11) and (14) from upper bounds
toward the simulated results. On the other hand, in the case without Λ, we can see that Bob has the
advantage of providing an SNR gain about 14 dB over Eve at a BER of 10−4 , owing to the difference
between Bob’s and Eve’s channels, and then the power received by Eve will be lower than that of Bob.
Note that, although the BER performance of Eve without Λ is worse than that of Bob, it may correctly
recover the information when Eve is enough sensitive. Specially, comparing to the proposed DM-DRS
scheme without Λ, Eve’s BER performance is seriously degraded owing to the effect of Λ, while Bob’s
BER performance is not affected. This is because that Λ is known at Bob but difficultly known at
Eve. Therefore, owing to the introduction of Λ, the proposed DM-DRS scheme is capable of improving
security.
Figure 2 compares Bob’s BER performances of the proposed DM-DRS scheme to its traditional counterparts, where both the simulated DM-CR and SDM schemes are described. As shown in Figure 2, our
proposed DM-DRS scheme exhibits a lower BER than that of the traditional DM-CR and SDM schemes.
More explicitly, at one transmission, we use QPSK to transmit the data streams, and thus there are 2
and 4 bits respectively transmitted in traditional DM-CR and SDM schemes under the setting of Nr = 4,
while the proposed DM-DRS scheme can transmit 6 bits under the setting of Nr = 4 and Nu = 2. This
is owing to the fact that compared with traditional DM-CR, despite the same data streams conveyed
by APM symbols, and extra data streams conveyed by the index of cooperative receivers in traditional
SDM, it is still with low transmission rate in comparison to the proposed DM-DRS scheme, where the
multiple data streams are simultaneously conveyed by APM symbols, in addition to the data stream
mapping of index combination. Based on the above comparative results, we can infer that DM-DRS can
effectively improve the transmission rate than traditional DM-CR and SDM, in addition to an improved
BER performance.
Figure 3 shows Bob’s comparative BER results among DM-CR, SDM and DM-DRS from another
perspective, where we assume one block of 6 bits is transmitted at one transmission. Naturally, the proposed DM-DRS scheme just needs to employ QPSK modulation with the aid of receiver subset selection.
While the traditional DM-CR scheme employs 64 orthogonal amplitude modulation (QAM) owing to its
inherent drawback that the information is transmitted only by traditional APM technique, which brings
higher computational complexity and worse BER performance. Naturally, as for the traditional SDM
scheme, 16QAM is employed, this also results in the bad BER performance in comparison to DM-DRS.
Totally, Figures 2 and 3 imply that the proposed DM-DRS scheme outperforms traditional DM-CR and
SDM schemes in terms of BER performance.
Figure 4 shows Eve’s BER performances of both the proposed DM-DRS scheme and its traditional DM-
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Figure 3 (Color online) Bob’s BER performances, where our
DM-DRS scheme transmits the same 6 bits as traditional DMCR and SDM.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Eve’s BER performances, (a) one
symbol adopts QPSK, (b) another symbol adopts 16QAM.

CR and SDM counterparts against Eve’s direction. For the proposed DM-DRS scheme, assuming random
QPSK symbols are transmitted to one receiver, while random 16QAM symbols to another receiver. As
shown in Figure 4(a), we take the QPSK symbols into account, and the DM-DRS curve exhibits poor BER
result, which is close to traditional DM-CR and SDM. Furthermore, these observations in Figure 4(b)
are completely consistent with those in Figure 4(a). In Figure 4(b), we consider the 16QAM symbols,
particularly, the BER gaps among the proposed DM-DRS scheme and traditional DM-CR and SDM are
almost negligible. Hence, the security performance can be guaranteed in terms of Eve’s BER performance
of our proposed DM-DRS scheme.
Figure 5 shows Bob’s and Eve’s BER performances of the proposed DM-DRS scheme in the context
of different numbers of activated receivers Nu . From the result of Figure 5, an important observation is
that, given the QPSK modulation and SNR per bit, there exists an optimal value of Nu , which reflects
the optimal Bob’s BER performance. Particularly, when Nu = 2 and Nu = 3, Bob’s BER performance of
the proposed DM-DRS scheme outperforms that of Nu = 1, in addition to 2 and 4 more bits transmitted.
Furthermore, it also suggests in Figure 5 that as SNR increases, the larger number of activated receivers
is, the worse Eve’s BER performance will be. Note that, Eve’s BER performance is prohibitively poor
regardless of the value of Nu . This implies the DM-DRS scheme has the advantage of guaranteeing the
security, owing to the effect of the scrambling matrix.
Figure 6 shows the attainable ergodic rates of both Bob and Eve for different numbers of activated
receivers Nu , as well as the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS. It can be seen in Figure 6 that at
a given QPSK modulation, both Bob’s and Eve’s ergodic rate curves with Nu = 1, 2, 3 reach the upper
bound of 4, 6, 8, respectively, and these results are in correspondence with the analysis of the ergodic rate
upper bound of log2 |X | in (18) and (20) at the sufficiently high SNR. Furthermore, for a given Nu , the
secrecy rate curve initially increases until it reaches a peak, and then decreases to zero, this corresponds
with the analysis of (22) at the high SNR region. To be specific, in order to guarantee the transmission
security, in other words, when the secrecy rate is guaranteed to be positive, we may set SNR at the low
and medium regions for dealing with the worst situation the scrambling matrix is known at Eve.
Figure 7 compares Bob’s and Eve’s ergodic rates as well as the secrecy rate of the proposed DMDRS scheme and its traditional DM-CR and SDM counterparts, where Eve is equipped with singleantenna receiver. When the SNR increases, for traditional DM-CR, SDM and DM-DRS, the ergodic
rates of Bob are respectively bounded as 2, 4, 6 (log2 M , log2 (M Nr ), log2 |X |) bits/s/Hz and that
of Eve are respectively bounded as 2, 2, 6 (log2 M , log2 M , log2 |X |) bits/s/Hz under the setting of
{M, Nr , Nu } = {4, 4, 2}. Obviously, both Bob and Eve achieve the maximum ergodic rates in the proposed
DM-DRS scheme. On the other hand, for each scheme, the secrecy rate always first increases to a peak
value, and then decreases to a stable value. Specially, under the worst case that the scrambling factor
is known at Eve, the secrecy rate performance of DM-CR is always the worst in the entire SNR region,
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Figure 7 (Color online) Bob’s and Eve’s ergodic rates as well
as the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS scheme and its
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Figure 8 (Color online) Secrecy rates of the proposed DMDRS versus different Ne .

where the information is transmitted by APM symbols. Moreover, one data stream is transmitted by the
index of Bob’s cooperative receivers, in addition to traditional digital modulation in SDM. However, it
may be unpractical to assume that Eve cannot detect the index information, which results in that the
secrecy rate maintains a stable value of 2 (log2 Nr ) as SNR → ∞. For the proposed DM-DRS scheme,
hence it is more reasonable to assume that joint demodulation of the receiver selection and APM symbols
is employed at Eve. Furthermore, it achieves the best secrecy rate performance in the low and medium
SNR regions.
Figure 8 shows the secrecy rate of the proposed DM-DRS scheme for different numbers of Eve’s
distributed receivers Ne . From Figure 8, it can be observed that the setup of fewer distributed receivers
Ne exhibits a higher secrecy rate at a given SNR gain. This is owing to the fact that more distributed
receivers lead to the transmission information more vulnerable to eavesdropping. In addition, the fewer
number of Ne is, the higher SNR gain will be for Eve to reach the upper bound of ergodic rate. Since the
secrecy rate is the difference between Bob’s and Eve’s ergodic rates, the larger SNR interval is desired to
realize the positive secrecy rate.
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Conclusion

In summary, in this contribution, the BER and secrecy rate performances of the proposed DM-DRS
scheme have been investigated and compared with its traditional DM-CR and SDM counterparts. We
introduced the detailed process of the DM-DRS scheme, derived a theoretical upper-bound analysis of
Bob’s and Eve’s average BER, and quantified the secrecy rate. By contrast, we can conclude that the
proposed scheme has an improved performance than DM-CR and SDM. More specifically, in addition to
the improved transmission rate, the proposed DM-DRS scheme is capable of obtaining improved BER
performance, while achieving the best secrecy rate performance in the low and medium SNR regions.
Furthermore, we showed there exists the optimal number of the activated receivers in terms of legitimate
user’s BER performance. As for the eavesdropper, the BER performance is prohibitively poor, and the
security of information transmission can be guaranteed. On the other hand, when the SNR is sufficiently
high, both Bob and Eve are capable of reaching the upper bound of ergodic rate, and the secrecy rate
tends to be zero. However, when the number of Eve’s receivers decreases, the SNR interval for achieving
a positive secrecy rate becomes large.
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